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ABSTRACT
Polarized magnetic dipole (M1) emission lines provide important diagnostics for the magnetic field dominat-
ing the evolution of the solar corona. This paper advances a multi-line technique using specific combinations of
M1 lines to infer the full vector magnetic field for regions of optically thin emission that can be localized along
a given line of sight. Our analytical formalism is a generalization of the “single-point inversion” approach intro-
duced by Plowman (2014). We show that combinations of M1 transitions for which each is either a J = 1→ 0
transition or has equal Lande´ g-factors for the upper and lower levels contain degenerate spectropolarimetric
information that prohibits the application of the single-point inversion technique. This may include the pair
of Fe XIII lines discussed by Plowman (2014). We identify the Fe XIII 10747 A˚ and Si X 14301 A˚ lines as
one alternative combination for implementing this technique. Our sensitivity analysis, based on coronal loop
properties, suggests that for photon noise levels around 10−4 of the line intensity, which will be achievable with
the National Science Foundation’s Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope, magnetic fields with sufficient strength
(∼10 G) and not severely inclined to the line-of-sight (. 35◦) can be recovered with this method. Degenerate
solutions exist; though, we discuss how added constraints may help resolve them or reduce their number.
Keywords: Sun:corona – Sun: corona – techniques: polarimetric
1. INTRODUCTION
In the low density environment of the solar corona, the
magnetic field governs both the atmospheric structure and
the energetics of active solar phenomena like flares, coro-
nal mass ejections and the solar wind. Two promising tech-
niques available for remotely measuring the coronal mag-
netic field are spectropolarimetric measurements of emission
lines in the optical part of the spectrum and radio observa-
tions from coronal regions with different plasma frequencies
(Casini et al. 2017); however, each face observational and
interpretation challenges.
The brightest observable visible/infrared (Vis/IR) coronal
emission lines are magnetic dipole (M1) lines (Judge 1998;
Del Zanna & DeLuca 2018). Photoexcitation of these lines
by anisotropic disc radiation leads to scattering induced lin-
ear polarization with amplitudes of ∼10−2 to 10−1 of the
total line intensity (e.g., Arnaud & Newkirk 1987; Tomczyk
et al. 2008)). The presence of the magnetic field modifies the
linear polarization through the saturated Hanle effect (i.e., its
amplitude is not sensitive to the magnetic field intensity) and
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induces a small circularly polarized signal through the longi-
tudinal Zeeman effect with relative amplitudes of ∼10−4 to
10−3 for a 10 G magnetic field (Harvey 1969; Lin et al. 2000,
2004). Achieving high sensitivity measurements of these
signals is challenged by the large ∼105 brightness contrast
between the solar disc and coronal emission in the Vis/IR
(Arnaud 1982; Arnaud & Newkirk 1987; Kuhn et al. 1996;
Madsen et al. 2019) and requires mitigation of scattered light
from the sky and telescope optics. Observations at longer
wavelengths are typically more sensitive because the scat-
tered light performance of telescope optics improves and the
Zeeman splitting increases faster than the thermal line width
(Penn 2014). The upcoming 4m Daniel K. Inouye Solar Tele-
scope (DKIST) will have two first light spectropolarimetric
instruments targeting multiple IR emission lines built to ad-
dress these challenges: DL-NIRSP and Cryo-NIRSP (Rim-
mele et al. 2015).
Key theoretical advances in understanding the formation
of polarized M1 lines in the corona have enabled new di-
agnostic capabilities based on synthesizing polarimetric sig-
nals through the optically thin corona (Charvin 1965; Sahal-
Brechot 1977; House 1977; Casini & Judge 1999, 2000).
Due in part to the current sparsity of circular polarization
detections, most progress has been made by comparing ob-
served linear polarized signals of a single M1 line to those
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synthesized through forward models (Judge et al. 2006; Dove
et al. 2011; Rachmeler et al. 2013; Dalmasse et al. 2019)
or by using time-based tomographic methods to invert the
global coronal magnetic structure (Kramar et al. 2006, 2013),
again primarily using a single M1 line. These techniques nec-
essarily consider the emission contributed by all the plasma
along each line of sight. Work by Liu & Lin (2008) suc-
ceeded in comparing measured circular polarization signals
with those synthesized through an active region.
In contrast to the above approaches, here we focus on us-
ing full Stokes observations of multiple M1 lines to invert the
full vector magnetic field for an isolated region with uniform
magnetohydrodynamic properties: density, temperature and
magnetic field. This region either dominates the total emis-
sion along the line of sight or can potentially be separated
from the foreground/background emission with subtraction
methods. Good candidate targets are coronal loops that ap-
pear in contrast against the background corona in ultraviolet
(Brooks et al. 2012; Aschwanden et al. 2013; Xie et al. 2017)
and IR (Tomczyk et al. 2008). Plowman (2014) demonstrated
that, under this “single point approximation”, using a combi-
nation of full Stokes observations from the Fe XIII 10747 A˚
and 10798 A˚ lines, all three components of the magnetic field
could be analytically calculated without explicit knowledge
of the thermodynamic parameters that influence the ampli-
tude of the linear polarization.
In this work we examine the single point inversion method
further by generalizing the approach of Plowman (2014) to
consider, in principle, any combination of M1 lines. The an-
alytical formalism we derive in Section 2 for two line obser-
vations reveals that only specific line combinations may be
used for the inversion due to fundamental quantum mechan-
ical degeneracies in the polarized emission coefficients. As
a result, we learn that the Fe XIII line pair used by Plowman
(2014) may not be adequate for single point inversions if LS
coupling is valid for these lines. In Section 3 we propose
combining the Fe XIII 10747 A˚ and Si X 14301 A˚ coro-
nal lines to implement the single point inversion. We also
evaluate the impact photon noise has on this line combina-
tion when attempting to infer the magnetic field vector. In
Section 4 we discuss ambiguities inherent in the present in-
version approach and as well as other related diagnostics.
2. ANALYTIC INVERSE SOLUTION
Starting from equations 35(a-c) in Casini & Judge (1999,
2000), and making use of the geometric tensors for mag-
netic dipole radiation given by their equations 39(a-d), the
polarized emission coefficients (i) for the Stokes parameters
(i = I,Q, U, V ) of an M1 line can be written as a function
of wavelength (as opposed to angular frequency) as:
I(λ) = C
[
1 +
3
2
√
2
Dσ20
(
cos2 ΘB − 1
3
)]
φ(λ− λ0)
(1)
Q(λ) =
3
2
√
2
CDσ20 sin
2 ΘB cos (2γB)φ(λ− λ0) (2)
U (λ) = − 3
2
√
2
CDσ20 sin
2 ΘB sin (2γB)φ(λ− λ0) (3)
V (λ) = −Cλ
2
c
νL cos ΘB
[
g¯ + Eσ20
]
φ′(λ− λ0) (4)
where C (i.e., CJJ0 in the original notation) is the emis-
sion coefficient (without stimulated emission) in the unpo-
larized case and depends on the total upper level population
and the Einstein A coefficient for the transition. D = DJJ0 ,
E = EJJ0 and g¯ = g¯JJ0 in the original notation are atomic
parameters that depend on the quantum numbers of the upper
and lower levels of the transition, J and J0 respectively. ΘB
is the inclination angle of the magnetic field with respect to
the line of sight while γB is the azimuth angle of the refer-
ence direction of linear polarization (r.d.l.p) measured from
the projected magnetic field direction (see Figure 1 as well as
Figure 5 in Casini & Judge (1999)). The Larmor frequency
νL is proportional to the magnetic field strength B. φ(λ−λ0)
refers to the Doppler dominated normalized (
∫
φ dλ = 1)
spectral profile centered at λ0 while φ′(λ− λ0) is its deriva-
tive with respect to wavelength.
The scalar quantity σ20 refers to the fractional atomic align-
ment of the upper level of the transition which describes the
imbalance of the magnetic sublevel populations for differ-
ent absolute values of the magnetic quantum number. It is
equal to ρ20/ρ
0
0 where the tensor ρ
K
Q is the irreducible spheri-
cal statistical tensor representation of the atomic density ma-
trix. σ20 can be positive or negative and is generally a func-
tion of the exciting photospheric radiation anisotropy (which
varies with height), the plasma density and temperature, and
the local inclination angle of the magnetic field in the local
radial frame of reference θB . For the M1 lines of interest, σ20
can often be well approximated by a positive definite factor,
kJ(Te, ne, h), dependent on the electron temperature, elec-
tron density, and height multiplied by a functional depen-
dence on θB given by 3 cos2 θB−1 (Judge 2007), which gives
rise to the Van Vleck ambiguity discussed in Section 4.1.
Note that σ20 does not depend on the magnetic field intensity.
In principle, given proper constraints on the local plasma
properties and the radiation field, as well as numerical cal-
culations of kJ , full Stokes observations of a single M1 line
can be used to derive the full magnetic field vector, within
certain limitations and within the single point approxima-
tion as discussed in Judge (2007). In absence of such ex-
tra constraints, a full set of Stokes observations of a sin-
gle M1 line provide four measurements for five unknowns
(i.e., C, σ20 , γB ,ΘB , B). γB can be derived using the ra-
tio of U and Q; but the remaining variables remain cou-
pled. With some limitations, to be discussed in Section 4.3,
the projected magnetic field intensity along the line of sight
(BLOS ≡ B cos ΘB) can be derived from polarimetric ob-
servations of a single line. Likewise, the value of C can be
determined from I by neglecting the atomic alignment con-
tribution; but σ20 and ΘB cannot be directly determined.
Plowman (2014) showed that with full Stokes measure-
ments of two M1 lines, in particular the Fe XIII 10747, 10798
A˚ line pair, it is possible to obtain explicit analytic formulas
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Figure 1. Angular coordinates between three vectors passing
through a point of emission in the corona: the outward radial direc-
tion (R), magnetic field (B) and line of sight (k). The projected mag-
netic field in a plane perpendicular to the line of sight is character-
ized by the azimuth angle γB measured clockwise towards the refer-
ence direction for linear polarization (r.d.l.p.) with a 180◦ambiguity
since the linear polarization direction is not oriented. Figure adapted
from Figure 5 in Casini & Judge (1999).
for all the unknown parameters in equations 1-4 under the
single point assumption. An additional spectral line provides
four more measured quantities but only two additional un-
knowns, as the magnetic field properties are assumed to be
the same. Plowman focused only on the Fe XIII lines, using
analytic formulas for the D and E parameters from Equation
38(a-b) in Casini & Judge (1999) before solving for the un-
known parameters.
To extend this approach to other combinations of M1 emis-
sion lines, here we retain the symbolic form for the param-
eters D, E. Under the single point approximation, the line
is strongly dominated by emission from a single region in
space so the measured polarized Stokes profiles Si(λ) can be
approximated as:
Si(λ) =
∫∞
0
i(λ)ds ≈ i(λ)∆s (i = I,Q, U, V ) (5)
where the integral is over emission along the line of sight
and ∆s is the length of the homogeneous single point region.
From the measured dispersed Stokes profiles the wavelength-
independent Stokes amplitudes for the two lines can then be
derived as:
I =
SI
φ(λ− λ0) ≈
I∆s
φ(λ− λ0)
≈ I0
[
1 +
3
2
√
2
Dσ20
(
cos2 ΘB − 1
3
)]
(6)
L =
√
S2Q + S
2
U
φ(λ− λ0) ≈
√
2Q + 
2
U∆s
φ(λ− λ0)
≈ ± 3
2
√
2
DI0σ
2
0 sin
2 ΘB (7)
V =
cSV
λ2φ′(λ− λ0) ≈
cV ∆s
λ2φ′(λ− λ0)
≈ − 1√
2
I0νL cos ΘB
[(√
2 +Dσ20
)
g¯ + FDσ20
]
(8)
where I0 ≡ C∆s is a constant with units of intensity. We
combine the Q and U Stokes parameters into a single param-
eter L, which is the total linear polarization. We keep both
signs of the quadratic sum because, as already stated, the sign
of the atomic alignment σ20 can be either positive or negative
while the measured quantity L is always positive. We also
introduce the parameter F defined as:
F ≡
√
2
E
D
− g¯
=
3
4
[J(J + 1)− J0(J0 + 1)− 2](g1 − g0) (9)
where g1 and g0 are the Lande´ factors for the upper and lower
levels in the transition. The analytic expression for F can be
derived from Equations 36b-c in Casini & Judge (1999) for
D and E by expanding the Wigner 6-j and 9-j coefficients
and is valid for all M1 transitions with ∆J = 0,±1. This
parameter is introduced in hindsight since it will be shown
to play an important role in discriminating between lines that
contain non-degenerate information.
The key to the two-line inversion involves solving for the
angle ΘB that gives the same value for B assuming lines are
emitted from the same spatial point with the same magnetic
field properties. We first write the magnetic field strength
B as a function of ΘB by substituting equations 6 and 7 into
equation 8 and using the expression for the Larmor frequency
(i.e., νL = (µB/h)B):
B =
h
µB
−V[
(I ± L)g¯ ± 23F Lsin2 ΘB
]
cos ΘB
(10)
where h and the µB are Planck’s constant and the Bohr mag-
neton respectively. Using this equation and subscripts 1 and
2 for the two lines, we assume B1 ≡ B2 and ΘB1 ≡ ΘB2
and then solve for sin2 ΘB . The other unknown parameters
then follow from Equations 6, 7,and 10. To summarize, the
analytical inversion equations are as follows:
sin2 ΘB = ±2
3
F1L1V2 − F2L2V1
g¯2V1(I2 ± L2)− g¯1V2(I1 ± L1) , (11)
I0i = Ii ± Li
(
1− 2
3 sin2 ΘB
)
, (12)
σ20i =
±Li√
9
8I0iDi sin
2 ΘB
, (13)
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B =
h
µB
−Vi[
(Ii ± Li)g¯i ± 23Fi Lisin2 ΘB
]
cos ΘB
, (14)
γB =
 −
1
2 arctan
(
Ui
Qi
)
+ {0, pi}, σ20i > 0
− 12 arctan
(
Ui
Qi
)
+ {pi2 , 3pi2 }, σ20i < 0
(15)
where the arctangent function must account for the signs of
the arguments to determine the quadrant for the result (usu-
ally implemented numerically as the arctan2 function). Since
M1 lines are in the saturated Hanle regime, the magnetic field
projection (γB) is parallel or perpendicular to the direction
of linear polarization depending on sign of the alignment and
the field inclination relative to the outward radial direction θB
(Van Vleck effect, see discussion in Section 4.1). In addition,
the reference direction of linear polarization has a 180◦ ambi-
guity, which introduces the additional solutions indicated in
the curly brackets of Equation 15. Consequently, given two
measured Stokes vectors this inversion method produces up
to four degenerate solutions for the magnetic field (discussed
further in Sections 3 and 4.1). The sign for cos ΘB is cho-
sen such that B is positive in equation 14 since physically the
magnetic field strength is a positive quantity.
An important result can be seen from equation 11: emis-
sion lines with F = 0 contain degenerate information about
the magnetic field such that no unique solution for ΘB can
be deduced from the two Stokes vectors. To apply this type
of inversion emission lines must be selected such that at least
one line has F 6= 0. From Equation 9, F is zero when the
upper and lower levels have equal Lande´ g-factors (g1 = g0)
or for J = 1→ 0 transitions.
Table 1 reports the values of the D and F atomic parameters
for a list of candidate visible and infrared M1 lines identified
by Judge et al. (2001) as having the best coronagraphic po-
tential. The values are calculated assuming LS coupling such
that the Lande´ factors for each level are given by
g =
3
2
+
S(S + 1)− L(L+ 1)
2J(J + 1)
, (16)
where S and L are the total spin and orbital angular momenta.
We find that only three of the candidate lines have F 6= 0—
Fe X 5303 A˚, Si X 14301 A˚, and Mg VIII 30285 A˚. The
Fe X 6375 A˚ line can only be circularly polarized because
the upper level has J = 1/2 and it therefore cannot be atom-
ically aligned. Transitions with an upper level that is not po-
larizable have D = 0, F = 0 and no alignment correction
is needed to measure an unbiased value for the line of sight
magnetic field (see discussion in Section 4.3).
Based on these results, the Fe XIII 10747 A˚ and 10798 A˚
lines considered by Plowman (2014) each have F = 0 and
thus contain degenerate information. Consequently, this line
pair does not allow one to invert for the magnetic field vector.
The discrepancy between his results and ours arises due to
the use of Equation 38b from Casini & Judge (1999) which
contains a small algebraic error leading to a spurious value
for the coefficient E for the Fe XIII 10798 A˚ line.1 That said,
the information in these line pairs is only degenerate if LS
coupling holds for the energy levels. This may not be case for
the Fe XIII 10747, 10798 A˚ pair because the separation in the
energy levels for the two transitions does not obey Lande´’s
interval rule, which states that the splitting between two fine
structure levels of the same term is proportional to the larger
J value. The ratio of energies between the 3P2 → 3P1 and
3P1 → 3P0 transitions in the ground term of Fe XIII is
9258.6/9303.1 ∼ 1 instead of 2 as would be expected from
Lande´’s interval rule. It may be that the Fe XIII line pair does
contain non-degenerate information but confirmation of the
Lande´ factors for the levels is needed before the line can be
used as a diagnostic for the magnetic field.
Recent laboratory experiments by Hensel (2016) and
Bekker et al. (2018), using electron beam ion traps, suc-
ceeded in measuring the Lande´ g-factors for visible transi-
tions from highly ionized iron, specifically Fe XIV 5303 A˚,
Fe X 6475 A˚ and Fe XI 7892 A˚. The g-factors measured for
Fe XI 7892 A˚ indicate significant departures from LS cou-
pling; however, the g-factors for the two levels of the tran-
sition are equal within the experimental uncertainties which
still means F = 0 for this line. Extending such laboratory
measurements to the infrared transitions of iron, as well as
the other species in Table 1, is necessary to ensure the accu-
racy of coronal magnetic field measurements.
3. THE INFLUENCE OF OBSERVATIONAL NOISE
ON INVERSIONS OF FE XIII AND SI X
Coronal measurements are background-limited (Penn et al.
2004), and current observatories like COMP (Tomczyk et al.
2008) can only routinely achieve noise levels at the 10−3
noise level, while upcoming facilities like DKIST (Rimmele
et al. 2015) and COSMO (Tomczyk et al. 2016) will more
routinely achieve observations at the 10−4 noise level and
higher. Following Plowman (2014), here we consider the in-
fluence of observational noise on the inverted quantities using
a line combination that meets the criteria set forth above.
We propose the Fe XIII 10747 A˚ (F = 0) and Si X 14301
A˚ (F = 0.5) line combination as a promising alternative to
the Fe XIII line pair. Of the lines with F 6= 0 identified, the
Si X 14301 A˚ has perhaps the best potential for full Stokes
measurements on account of its brightness and heightened
Zeeman sensitivity due to its longer wavelength (Judge et al.
2001). Meanwhile Fe XIII 10747 A˚ has already been demon-
strated to be a line with good potential for coronal magne-
tometry (Lin et al. 2000, 2004). Both lines are photoexcited
from the lower level of the ground state and have large values
for D, which in turn leads to larger atomic alignments and
larger linear polarization. While the temperatures of peak
ionization fraction for Fe XIII and Si X are different (∼1.7
MK and 1.4 MK, respectively), the contribution functions do
overlap significantly such that structures like coronal loops
1 We have confirmed this error with the authors of Casini & Judge (1999)
and Plowman (2014).
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Table 1. D and F atomic parameters for candidate visible
and IR magnetic dipole coronal lines selected by Judge et al.
(2001) assuming LS coupling for the Lande´ g-factors.
Ion λ0(air)[A˚] Transition (u→l) DJJ0 FJJ0
Fe XIV 5303a 2P3/2 → 2P1/2 0.71 0.5
Fe X 6375a 2P1/2 → 2P3/2 0.0 -e
Fe XI 7892a 3P1 → 3P2 0.11 0.0
Fe XIII 10746b 3P1 → 3P0 1.0 0.0
Fe XIII 10798c 3P2 → 3P1 0.6 0.0
S IX 12524d 3P1 → 3P2 0.1 0.0
Si X 14301b 2P3/2 → 2P1/2 0.71 0.5
S XI 19201d 3P1 → 3P0 1.0 0.0
Si VII 24826d 3P2 → 3P1 0.1 0.0
Mg VIII 30285d 2P3/2 → 2P1/2 0.71 0.5
Si IX 39343c 3P1 → 3P0 1.0 0.0
Mg VII 55033d 3P2 → 3P1 0.6 0.0
Mg VII 90090d 3P1 → 3P0 1.0 0.0
aLaboratory measurements of g-factors available from
Bekker et al. (2018) but not used here.
bDima et al. (2019)
cDel Zanna & DeLuca (2018)
dCHIANTI version 8 (Del Zanna et al. 2015)
eNot defined since D=0 and E=0
between 1.5 and 1.6 MK will have measurable emission in
both lines. Furthermore, both lines have now been measured
simultaneously during eclipses and using ground-based coro-
nagraphic linear polarimetry (Dima et al. 2018, 2019). One
drawback to using line pairs from different ionized species
is the increased likelihood that emission in each line may
not originate in the same coronal region. However, as dis-
cussed in Section 4.4 analyzing the polarization angle for
each line offers an important check on whether the emission
is co-spatial.
Here we investigate the effect of noise on inversions of this
line combination by performing a Monte Carlo experiment
based on inverting synthetic observations of the two lines.
Using a modified version of the polarized coronal line emis-
sion code (CLE, Judge & Casini 2001), which numerically
calculates the atomic alignment and level populations for sta-
tistical equilibrium of a multi-level atom including photoex-
citation and electron collisions, we generated dispersed full
Stokes line profiles for the Fe XIII 10747 A˚ and Si X 14301 A˚
lines sampled at 0.035 A˚. Example line profiles of the Fe XIII
10747 A˚ line are shown in Figure 2 for normally distributed
noise in each pixel with standard deviations of 10−3Ipeak and
10−4Ipeak. The Si X profiles are comparable and not shown.
0.0
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I/I
pe
ak
noise = 10 3Ipeak noise = 10 4Ipeak
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Figure 2. Synthetic noisy line profiles (black) and fits (red) for the
Fe XIII 10747 A˚ line. The spectra sampling is 0.035 A˚ and nor-
mally distributed random photon noise is added to each pixel with
the standard deviation indicated above each column. The emission
region is located at a height of 0.1 R and the scattering angle is
θB = 90
◦. The input magnetic field has line of sight coordinates
(B, ΘB , γB) = (25 G, 40◦, 0◦).
The spectra shown are for emission located in the plane of the
sky passing through the center of the Sun and at a height of
0.1 R above the photosphere. The reference direction for
linear polarization is perpendicular to the plane containing
the line-of-sight and the radial direction. The input magnetic
field has local radial coordinates (B, θB , φB) = (25 G, 90◦,
40◦) and line of sight coordinates (B, ΘB , γB) = (25 G, 40◦,
0◦). The electron density is set to ne = 108.5 cm−3 and the
temperature is ∼ 1.55 MK. As we are using relative noise
values, we do not need to set a value for the total emission
measure (or length of plasma along line of sight); however,
the general scenario here is that of an over-dense closed coro-
nal loop observed near its apex above the solar limb (see, e.g.
Aschwanden et al. 2013).
Like Plowman (2014) we test the single point inversion for
different inclination angles relative to the line of sight (ΘB)
for constant values of the atomic alignments (σ20). To achieve
this we fix the strength of the field B and θB while varying
the azimuth φB in the plane perpendicular to the local radial
direction (see Figure 1), which in turn varies ΘB . Physically
this is akin to changing the orientation of a coronal loop from
an edge-on (ΘB = 0◦) to a face-on (ΘB = 90◦) observa-
tional geometry. This approach, in addition to fixing B ≡ 25
G, is comparable to that of Plowman (2014). Note, however,
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that the errors derived will depend upon the magnetic field
intensity and the atomic alignments; here only one represen-
tative example is considered.
For values of ΘinB ranging from 0
◦ to 90◦, where the added
superscript indicates “input” values, we produce a sample
of 500 profiles with different realization of random noise.
For each profile, we determine the Stokes amplitude values
of I, L, and V in Equations 6-8 by fitting in a least-squares
sense for the normalized profile φ(λ− λ0) and its derivative
φ′(λ − λ0). The inverted parameters at each noise instance
are then obtained from Equations 11-15 and the solutions for
each parameter are binned into histograms at each input ΘinB .
I01,σ201 and I02,σ
2
02 refer to the Fe XIII and Si X lines, respec-
tively. The input values for alignments are σ201 = −0.021 and
σ202 = −0.012. The normalized histograms for the negative
and positive solution branches of Equations 11-15 are shown
in Figures 3 and 4. Note that γB and γB+pi are also solutions
in either case.
In this particular example the input atomic alignments are
negative and correct solutions for the parameters are recov-
ered by the negative solution branch (Figure 3). The pos-
itive solution branch shown in Figure 4 recovers formally
consistent solutions (i.e. solutions with | cos ΘB |≤ 1) for
ΘinB > 17
◦ while for ΘinB < 17
◦ the inversions produce in-
consistent solutions with cos ΘB > 1. In general the range of
ΘB for which the number of degenerate solutions decreases
is a function of both the lines analyzed and the atomic align-
ments as discussed in Section 4.1.
We find similar noise effects on the inverted parameters
using the Fe XIII, Si X line combination to results dis-
cussed by Plowman (2014). Noise levels of ∼ 10−4Ipeak
(∼ 10−5Ipeak) are needed to recover input magnetic field in-
clinations ΘinB < 36
◦ ( ΘinB < 66
◦). Parameters like the
atomic alignments and the line intensities are recovered well
for noise levels at the 10−4Ipeak levels. The line of sight
magnetic field, BLOS , and projected magnetic field angle,
γB , are particular robust to noise.
In general the full magnetic field vector can be recovered
for field inclinations within some limiting angle to the line of
sight, ΘB < ΘlimB . The value Θ
lim
B depends on the quantum
mechanical properties of the lines used in the inversion, the
atomic alignments and the observation noise levels. In the ex-
ample considered here with a moderately strong fieldB = 25
G and small values for the atomic alignments, ΘlimB ≈ 36◦
for ∼ 10−4Ipeak noise levels. Larger noise levels, smaller
values for B and smaller atomic alignments all lead to a de-
crease in ΘlimB and a shrinking of the range of invertible so-
lutions.
In agreement with Plowman (2014), we note that the in-
verted ΘB value is biased towards 0◦ for larger relative noise
and for more transverse input fields directions. Plowman al-
leviated this bias by applying a Bayesian MCMC method and
appropriate priors to an observation and mapping the poste-
rior probability distribution at each input value of ΘB . Such a
method could be applied to any line pair assuming, as demon-
strated, at least one of the lines has F 6= 0.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Ambiguous Solutions
In the most general case equations 11-15 return four con-
sistent solutions (| cos ΘB |≤ 1) for the inverted set of pa-
rameters. Two of the solutions have projected directions γB
at 90◦ to each other and map to the classical Van Vleck am-
biguity. However, it is notable from looking at Figures 3 and
4 that the ambiguity extends to all the inverted parameters.
Thus solving this ambiguity may be accomplished by impos-
ing physical limits on any of the solution parameters. The
other two ambiguous solutions have parameters identical to
the first two except the projected angles γB are different by
180◦ (see example in Figure 5).
The number of solutions depends on both the intrinsic
quantum mechanical properties of the transitions through the
D, F and g¯ parameters and on the atomic alignments σ20i
which are functions of the extrinsic thermodynamic proper-
ties of the plasma and radiation anisotropy. An example of
this is discussed in Section 3, where the number of solutions
decreases to only two (180◦ ambiguity) when ΘB . 17◦.
When the emission lines used in the inversion have equal D
and F values (e.g. Fe XIV 5303 A˚ and Si X 14301 A˚ or
Mg VIII 30285 A˚) the number of degenerate solutions, in
the noise free case, reduces to two for all values of ΘB and
atomic alignments.
While the multi-line method recovers (at most) four pos-
sible degenerate solutions for the vector magnetic field and
atomic alignment, it does not provide direct knowledge of the
scattering angle θobs, the location of the emission along the
line of sight, nor the magnetic field direction in a coordinate
frame local to the Sun. The field direction in the solar frame
can be calculated from the inferred (degenerate) LOS-frame
field vector(s) for a given scattering angle using spherical
trigonometry (see equations 42,44 in Casini & Judge (1999)).
With knowledge of the projected height above the solar sur-
face and the inferred values of atomic alignment, numerical
calculations (as discussed above) can determine a range of
temperature and densities required to be consistent with the
observations at a given scattering angle. Consequently, in-
dependent observations of the temperature and density can
constrain the scattering geometry itself and the field in the
local frame as discussed in the next section. See also further
discussion by Judge (2007) and Schad (2018).
Even without knowledge of the plasma density and tem-
perature, however, some of the degenerate solutions may
be ruled out for particular scattering angles based on the
relationship between the sign of σ20 and θB , given by the
(3 cos2 θB − 1) term discussed above (Judge 2007). At
θB ≈ 54.74◦ (and ≈125.26◦), referred to as the Van Vleck
angle, the atomic alignment changes sign. At each scatter-
ing angle along the line of sight, the solution pairs (σ20 , θB)
may be valid or determined to be invalid based on the sign
relationship, or as discussed in Schad (2018), ruled out if the
scattering angle is unphysically large given the observations.
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Figure 3. Normalized histograms for the parameters calculated using equations 11 - 15 choosing the negative solution branch for different
levels of noise. Each parameter is shown as a function of the input inclination with respect to the line of sight (ΘinB ). Since the original solution
had a local inclination angle θB = 90◦ which is larger than the Van Vleck angle the input atomic alignment is negative and this solution branch
accurately recovers the input parameters in the noise-free case.
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Figure 4. Same as figure 3 but using the positive solution branch. At very low inclination angles (ΘB . 17◦) this solution branch gives
inconsistent solutions (cos ΘB > 1) effectively solving the 90◦ ambiguity. As discussed in the text regions where this happens depend on both
the lines used and the physical properties of the emission region. It is also noticeable that at larger inclination angles the recovered atomic
alignments σ20i are very large. Atomic modeling can be used to rule out solutions with such large atomic alignments based on the scattering
geometry.
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γB = -59º
r.d.l.p.
Positive
Negative
RLOS
Figure 5. Plot of four degenerate solutions shown in the LOS frame
of reference. Scattering angle is θobs = 90◦ so the emission is lo-
cated in the plane perpendicular to the LOS and bisecting the Sun.
The input field is (B, ΘB , γB) = (25 G, 35◦, -59◦) and corresponds
one of the arrows shown in blue. The other blue arrow corresponds
to the 180◦ambiguous solution due to the lack of orientation in the
reference direction for the linear polarization (r.d.l.p). The red pair
of arrows represents the degenerate solutions due to the Van Vleck
ambiguity. The dashed lines represent the projections of the solu-
tions on the plane perpendicular to the line of sight.
4.2. Combining multi-line M1 inversions with other plasma
diagnostics
Combining multi-line M1 inversions with spectroscopic
plasma diagnostics for density and temperature provides an
opportunity to further constrain the ambiguity of the M1 in-
version, as discussed by Judge et al. (2013), as well as a
means to cross-validate numerical calculations of the atomic
alignment with model independent empirical determinations.
In addition, it is anticipated a simultaneous model fit of two
or more M1 lines (as long as at least one of the lines has
F 6= 0) will further improve resilience of the solution to ob-
servational noise. Once again, the atomic alignment depends
on electron density (ne) and temperature (Te), height above
the photosphere and the magnetic field orientation relative to
the local radial direction θB (see Figure 6). Emission line ra-
tios of both ultraviolet and infrared transitions may be used
as plasma diagnostics to independently measure ne and Te
(e.g. see reviews by Del Zanna & DeLuca 2018; Del Zanna
& Mason 2018). This information can be used, in addition to
knowledge of the projected height above the limb, to deter-
mine the scattering angle consistent with the multi-line M1
inverted parameters. Separately, the atomic alignment can be
numerically calculated given the inferred plasma parameters,
geometry, and field direction and therefore compared with
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log ne [cm 3]
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2 0
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B = 0 , T=1 MK
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Figure 6. Variation of the atomic alignment for the Fe XIII 10747
A˚ line with density, temperature and magnetic field inclination θB
with respect to the incident radiation axis of symmetry. The atomic
alignment is calculated at a height of 0.1 R(thin lines) and 0.3
R(thick lines).
the inferred value of σ20 as a way to benchmark the theoreti-
cal calculations. However, we note that very high signal-to-
noise is required to precisely determine the alignment (see
Figure 3).
4.3. A single line measurement of BLOS at a single point
While so far we have focused on multi-line diagnostics, the
formalism we presented in Section 2 also helps identify diag-
nostic techniques available for single M1 line spectropolari-
metric observations. In particular, it has been known since
Casini & Judge (1999) that the atomic alignment plays a
role in the circular polarized amplitude and that the typical
weak field magnetograph formula cannot be directly applied
to measure the longitudinal component of magnetic field (i.e.
along the line-of-sight (LOS)) without an associated scale
error. Interestingly, Plowman (2014) demonstrated via his
Equation 14 that the scale error could by mitigated by using
the observed linear polarized amplitude as a correction. In
our generalization of this approach, the updated form of this
relation is given via Equation 14 as
BobsLOS =
h
µB
−V[
(I ± L)g¯ ± 23F Lsin2 ΘB
] . (17)
where BobsLOS is the observationally determined longitudinal
magnetic field strength.
Two solutions for BobsLOS are obtained which correspond to
the positive and negative branches of equation 17. For lines
with F = 0 (left panels in Figure 7), the solution branch that
matches the sign of the atomic alignment accurately mea-
sures the input magnetic field (BinLOS) independent of Θ
in
B
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and σ2in0 . The magnetic field measured for the degenerate
solution over-predicts the input magnetic field by an amount
that increases with both ΘinB and σ
2in
0 so fields more tan-
gential to the LOS have a larger bias than fields parallel to
the LOS. An example of this effect can be observed for the
example discussed in Section 3. Note how for the negative
solution branch (Figure 3) the inverted value of BLOS corre-
lates much more tightly with the input value than the positive
solution branch (Figure 4). As the F value for Fe XIII 10747
A˚ is zero, V and L measurements provide tight constraints on
BLOS via Equation 17 that are independent of ΘB and track
the true value ofBLOS when the chosen solution matches the
sign of the input alignment, in this case the negative branch.
For this example the bias is small since the atomic alignment
(σ201 = −0.021) is small compared to the alignment values
used to produce Figure 7.
Meanwhile, for transitions with F 6= 0 (right panels in
Figure 7), both solutions for BobsLOS are functions of Θ
in
B and
σ2in0 . Therefore, in principle, without a priori knowledge of
these parameters both the measured values for BobsLOS will
have a bias relative to the true value BinLOS . It is possible
to show that the bias is minimized at all values of ΘinB if a
guess value of ΘgB = 90
◦ is used in equation 17. Other guess
values for ΘgB will improve agreement locally but induce
larger errors at all other angles (e.g. see dashed lines with
ΘgB = 45
◦ in the right panels of Figure 7). As discussed by
Casini & Judge (1999) the weak field approximation or mag-
netograph formula (MF) relating BLOS to the Stokes mea-
surements:
BobsLOS,MF =
h
µB g¯
(−V
I
)
(18)
biases the measurements by an amount that depends on the
atomic alignment since it effectively assumes L = 0. Plots
for the value of BobsLOS using equation 18 are shown in blue
in Figure 7 and the values fall between the two solutions.
4.4. Approaches for implementation and limits to the
application of the single point approximation
A reliable implementation of the single point inversion, us-
ing for example observations to be made available by the
upcoming DKIST instruments, relies not only on using ap-
propriate line combinations and sufficient single-to-noise but
also on techniques to target and isolate regions of emission
along the line of sight, which may be aided by observational
checks on the validity of the single point approximation to a
given observation.
Coronal loop structures provide one viable target for ap-
plying the single point approximation as has been done by
many authors who study the plasma properties along loops
using spectroscopic and spectro-imaging techniques (e.g. As-
chwanden et al. 1999; Brooks et al. 2012; Xie et al. 2017). In
these studies the importance of background/foreground emis-
sion subtraction is well known (see Terzo & Reale 2010, and
references within). The intensity contrast of loops observed
by TRACE (using the most sensitive filter for each loop) was
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Figure 7. Angle dependent ratios of the measured (or “observed”)
line of sight magnetic field BobsLOS to the true input magnetic field
BinLOS . The panels on the left correspond to measurements for a line
with F = 0 while the panels on the right correspond to a line with
F = 0.5, with the top (bottom) panels having positive (negative)
input atomic alignments σ2in0 . The black (green) curves represent
BobsLOS values calculated with the positive (negative) sign in equa-
tion 17 and having set ΘgB = 90
◦ which minimizes the bias at all
values for ΘB . For comparison the dashed lines assume ΘgB = 45
◦.
The blue curves representBobsLOS calculated using the magnetograph
formula (MF, equation 18).
generally found to be ∼ 15− 20% (Aschwanden & Nightin-
gale 2005). Warm (∼1-2 MK) active region loops tend to
have higher densities compared to diffuse emission surround-
ing the loops (Brooks et al. 2012; Brooks 2019). As seen
in Figure 6, the atomic alignment decreases sharply with in-
creases in the density (the temperature dependence is much
smaller). Therefore, although loops have increased density
and correspondingly larger brightness, the linearly polar-
ized signals may be lower than for the background plasma.
As such, the single-to-noise requirements become more de-
manding in order to implement a reliable background sub-
traction technique, such as fitting the cross section of the po-
larized emission profile across the loop. To understand how
best to achieve this subtraction, synthesizing polarized emis-
sion through high resolution magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
simulations of the active corona (e.g. Rempel 2017) and then
testing methods may be helpful.
Given a particular observation, one test for the validity of
the single point approximation is provided by the two inde-
pendent measurements of projected linear polarization angle.
Since M1 lines are in the saturated Hanle regime, the angles
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γB measured with different lines emitted from the same re-
gion should be equal. The condition is necessary but not suf-
ficient because the possibility exists that background linear
polarization may satisfy this condition while obscuring the
signal. Resulting signals that have background subtraction
applied should also satisfy this condition.
5. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this article, we have presented a generalization of the
dual-line inversion algorithm for the vector magnetic field,
proposed by Plowman (2014) for the Fe XIII 10747, 10798
A˚ line pair, to other combinations of magnetic dipole (M1)
lines. A number of results that emerged from the analysis:
1. Assuming emission is concentrated at a single point in
the corona it is possible to combine polarized obser-
vations from two or more M1 lines to invert for the
vector magnetic field. However, only some combi-
nations of M1 lines contain non-degenerate informa-
tion such that a finite set of degenerate solutions can
be calculated. Transitions between levels with equal
upper/lower level Lande´ factors or J = 1 → 0 transi-
tions cannot be used without adding another line where
these conditions do not hold.
2. One pair of lines that satisfies this requirement is
Fe XIII 10747 A˚ and Si X 14301 A˚. Using atomic mod-
elling of the polarized emission coefficients under real-
istic physical conditions for a coronal loop, we showed
that the inclination of the magnetic field with respect to
the line of sight, ΘB , and the magnetic field strength B
can be recovered for photon noise levels ∼ 10−4Ipeak
if the magnetic field is oriented close to the line of
sight.
3. In general the method produces four degenerate mag-
netic field solutions in the line of sight frame of refer-
ence consistent with the Van Vleck and 180◦ ambigui-
ties. However, the number of allowed solutions may
be smaller depending on the field geometry and the
emission lines selected. Independent measurements of
the height of emission (through stereoscopy) can be
used together with an atomic model and the measured
atomic alignment to determine the density and tem-
perature of the emission region. Conversely, measure-
ments of density and temperature (through coordinated
observations with diagnostic UV and IR lines) can be
used to constrain the height of emission.
4. The line of sight magnetic field BLOS , obtained from
polarized measurements of a single M1 line, is robust
to noise but can be measured without bias only for M1
lines that have equal Lande´ factors for the upper and
lower levels, or J = 1 → 0 transitions. Other M1
lines that do not satisfy these conditions will give a bi-
ased measurement value for BLOS that varies based
on the inclination of the magnetic field with respect to
the line of sight ΘB . However, this bias can be mini-
mized for all values of ΘB to better than 10% even for
large values of the atomic alignment if the inclination
is assumed to be ΘB = 90◦.
The coronagraphic polarimetric capabilities of the upcom-
ing National Science Foundation’s Daniel K. Inouye Solar
Telescope provides an unprecedented opportunity to observe
M1 emission from the solar corona at high resolution and
high sensitivity such that multi-line techniques for coronal
magnetic field diagnostics, including the techniques devel-
oped here, can be put into practice.
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